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Theory for the nonequilibrium dynamics of flexible chain molecules:
Relaxation to equilibrium of pentadecane from an all- trans conformation
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We extend to nonequilibrium processes our recent theory for the long time dynamics of flexible
chain molecules. While the previous theory describes the equilibrium motions for any bond or
interatomic separation in~bio!polymers by time correlation functions, the present extension of the
theory enables the prediction of the nonequilibrium relaxation that occurs in processes, such as
T-jump experiments, where there are sudden transitions between, for example, different equilibrium
states. As a test of the theory, we consider the ‘‘unfolding’’ of pentadecane when it is transported
from a constrained all-trans conformation to a random-coil state at thermal equilibrium. The time
evolution of the mean-square end-to-end distance^Rend

2 (t)&noneq after release of the constraint is
computed both from the theory and from Brownian dynamics~BD! simulations. The lack of time
translational symmetry for nonequilibrium processes requires that the BD simulations of the
relaxation of ^Rend

2 (t)&noneq be computed from an average over ahuge numberof independent
trajectories, rather than over successive configurations from a single trajectory, which may be used
to generate equilibrium time correlation functions. Adequate convergence ensues for the
nonequilibrium simulations only after averaging 9000 trajectories, each of 0.8 ns duration. In
contrast, the theory requires only equilibrium averages for the initial and final states, which may be
readily obtained from afew Brownian dynamics trajectories. Therefore, the new method produces
enormous savings in computer time. Moreover, since both theory and simulations use identical
potentials and solvent models, the theory contains no adjustable parameters. The predictions of the
theory for the relaxation of̂Rend

2 (t)&noneqagree very well with the BD simulations. This work is a
starting point for the application of the new method to nonequilibrium processes with biological
importance such as the helix-coil transition and protein folding. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~98!50720-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nonequilibrium dynamics of polymers is importa
for understanding a variety of phenomena. For instance,
dynamics of protein folding/unfolding is a fundamental bi
logical process. Our understanding of this process, howe
is severely limited by a shortage of adequate theoret
methods for studying the proteindynamicswith realistic mo-
lecular models. Experimentally, it is difficult to achieve su
ficiently short time resolution to follow the full dynamics o
protein folding/unfolding. Conversely, the main theoretic
technique, molecular dynamics, cannot reach time sc
long enough to probe many of the interesting events du
the tremendous amount of computation required.

We have been developing a theory for the long tim
dynamics of flexible polymers and polypeptides in solutio
Our mode coupling theory1–5 is based on a significant exten
sion of the generalized Rouse–Zimm theory6–15 to include
contributions to the dynamics from the memory functi
~‘‘internal friction’’ ! terms that are customarily ignored
Prior papers demonstrate that the mode coupling theory
8730021-9606/98/108(20)/8736/7/$15.00
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duces an excellent representation of the long time equ
rium time correlation functions for both alkanes and sh
polypeptides. The present paper describes the extensio
the mode coupling theory to treat the nonequilibrium dyna
ics occurring when a system in equilibrium~or in a con-
strained equilibrium! is suddenly transported to a differen
equilibrium ~perhaps constrained! state, such as inT-jump
experiments.

We apply the theory to describe the relaxation of pen
decane from nonequilibrium initial conditions to equilibriu
at a temperature of 300 K. The pentadecane chain begin
its maximally stretched conformation, in which all the dih
dral angles aretrans. The molecule subsequently relaxes
equilibrium, where there is a distribution of dihedral angl
due to thermal fluctuations. The direct simulation of th
nonequilibrium process requires orders of magnitude m
computer time than is necessary for simulating equilibriu
time correlation functions. The complexity of the nonequ
librium simulations is the reason pentadecane is taken
begin in the all-trans configuration, rather than using an in
tial thermal distribution at a temperature lower than 300
6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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where a huge number of additional nonequilibrium trajec
ries would be necessary to average over the thermal di
bution of initial conditions. In contrast, the treatment of su
a T-jump process by the theory merely doubles the m
limited computational effort necessary to describe the
namics beginning from the all-trans pentadecane. Studyin
the ‘‘unfolding’’ dynamics of this relatively simple system
provides insight into how to apply the mode coupling theo
to more complicated biological systems, such as the unw
ing of ana-helix or the unfolding of a protein.

A crucial step in the theory is the selection of a suita
basis set. Due to symmetry, the basis functions for describ
nonequilibrium dynamics must differ from those previous
used for calculating equilibrium dipole time correlation fun
tions. However, the same principles apply independent of
dynamical observables of interest. For equilibrium dipo
time correlation functions, a simple first-order basis set p
duces reasonable estimates1–5 of alkane dynamics, and
more sophisticated sorting method yields excellent appr
mations while maintaining a manageable basis set siz4,5

The present paper extends our mode coupling procedur
determine the appropriate basis sets for describing the
time portions of the nonequilibrium dynamics. As in prev
ous studies, we test the effectiveness of various basis se
comparing the predictions of the theory with ‘‘exact’’ resu
from Brownian dynamics simulations. Because all the eq
librium inputs required by the theory are taken from t
Brownian dynamics simulations, there areno free parameters
in this comparison.

Section II presents the general theory for describing
nonequilibrium dynamics, while the Brownan dynami
~BD! simulation methods and united atom alkane potent
are described in the subsequent two sections. Theory
simulations are compared in Sec. V withno adjustable pa-
rameters. The final section discusses the potential applica
of the theory to more complex systems, such as proteins

II. NONEQUILIBRIUM AVERAGES FROM THE
THEORY

We consider a polymer consisting ofN beads. Denote
the 3N Cartesian coordinates of the polymer beads
r (t)5$r 1 (t),r 2 (t), . . . ,r 3N (t)% 5 $x1(t), y1 (t),z1(t),x2(t),
y2(t),z2(t), . . . ,xN(t),yN(t),zN(t)%. The dynamics of this
model polymer are assumed to be governed by the Sm
chowski equation,16–18

]P~r ,tur 0,0!

]t
5D~r !P~r ,tur 0,0!, ~1!

D~r !5(
i 51

3N S kBT

z

]2

]r i
2 1

1

z

]

]r i

]U~r !

]r i
D , ~2!

where P(r ,tur 0,0) denotes the probability that the coord
nates of theN beads at timet are r , given that the coordi-
nates of theN beads at time 0 arer 0, kB is Boltzmann’s
constant,T is the absolute temperature,U(r ) is the potential
energy, andz is the bead friction coefficient. The only ex
plicit degrees of freedom in these equations are the posit
Downloaded 05 Mar 2001 to 171.64.133.22. Redistribution subject to
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r of the polymer beads. The solvent affects the motion of
polymer through implicit frictional and stochastic force
The frictional force is taken to be large enough that the m
tion lies is in the overdamped regime—that is, inertial effe
may be neglected. We also neglect hydrodynamic inter
tions between different beads, but the general theory be
may readily be applied including hydrodynamic interactio
in Eq. ~2!. The hydrodynamic interactions are omitted here
reduce the computational labor but have been treated pr
ously within the generalized Rouse–Zimm theory.14 The
simplifying nature of these assumptions is useful for spe
fying a model for which it is possible to make rigorou
parameter-free comparisons between theory and ‘‘exact’’
sults from computer simulations of Eq.~1!. Moreover, this
particular model contains many of the important physi
features without being overly complicated. After understan
ing the application of the theory to this relatively simp
system, the theory can be generalized to treat more real
and complex systems. For example, the equilibrium the
has recently been applied to describe the dynamics in alk
melts where the dynamics is governed by the full Liouvi
equation.5

We are interested in describing the relaxation of a po
mer from nonequilibrium starting conditions to equilibrium
In the example illustrated below, the nonequilibrium initi
condition is the all-transconformation of pentadecane, whil
in the final state, the pentadecane chain presents a large
tribution of conformations. Denote bŷf (t)&noneq the ex-
pected value of some quantityf (t) for a system that starts
from nonequilibrium initial conditions at timet50. The non-
equilibrium averagê f (t)&noneqcan be expressed in terms o
probability distributions as

^ f ~ t !&noneq5E dr 0P~r 0,0!E dr f ~r !P~r ,tur 0,0!, ~3!

whereP(r 0,0) denotes the probability that the coordinates
the N polymer beads at time 0 arer 0, P(r ,tur 0,0) is the
formal solution to Eq.~1!,

P~r ,tur 0,0!5etD~r !P~r ,0ur 0,0!5etD~r !d~r2r 0!, ~4!

andd(r2r 0) is the Dirac delta function. Thus, Eq.~3! may
be rewritten as

^ f ~ t !&noneq5E dr 0P~r 0,0!E dr f ~r !etD~r !d~r2r 0!

5E dr 0P~r 0,0!E drd~r2r 0!e
tL~r ! f ~r !

5E dr 0P~r 0,0!etL~r0! f ~r 0!, ~5!

whereL is the adjoint ofD ,

L~r !5D†~r !5(
j 51

3N S kBT

z

]2

]r j
2 2

1

z

]U~r !

]r j

]

]r j
D . ~6!
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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The formal expression in Eq.~5! is rendered computa
tionally tractable by introducing the eigenfunctionsCn and
eigenvaluesln of L,

LCn52lnCn , n51,2, . . . . ~7!

Becausee2U/(kBT)L is self-adjoint, the natural inner produc
is defined by

~x i ,x j !5
*dr exp@2U~r !/~kBT!#x ix j

*dr exp@2U~r !/~kBT!#
~8!

and coincides with the definition of theequilibrium average,

^x ix j&5
*dr exp@2U~r !/~kBT!#x ix j

*dr exp@2U~r !/~kBT!#
. ~9!

With this choice of inner product, a complete, orthonorm
set$Cn% of eigenfunctions can, in principle, be found. Thu
the f (r 0) of Eq. ~5! can be expanded in terms of the eige
functions$Cn% as

f ~r 0!5(
n

~ f ,Cn!Cn~r 0!5(
n

^ f Cn&Cn~r 0!. ~10!

Substituting Eq.~10! into Eq. ~5! produces

^ f ~ t !&noneq5E dr 0P~r 0,0!etL~r0!(
n

^ f Cn&Cn~r 0!

5(
n

e2tln^ f Cn&E dr 0P~r 0,0!Cn~r 0!. ~11!

Since the eigenvalue Eq.~7! cannot be solved analyti
cally for any realistic potential, the solutions are appro
mated using a basis set expansion,

Cn'(
i 51

M

Cinf i . ~12!

The coefficientsCin are therefore determined by solving th
matrix eigenvalue problem,19

FC5SCL, ~13!

subject to the normalization constraint,

CTSC5I , ~14!

whereI is the unit matrix,

Si j 5^f if j&, ~15!

Fi j 5^f iLf j&5 (
k51

3N

2
kBT

z K ]f i

]r k

]f j

]r k
L , ~16!

and L is the diagonal matrix of~approximate! eigenvalues
l18 ,l28 , . . . ,lM8 . Substituting theCin and ln8 obtained from
the matrix eigenvalue problem into Eq.~11! produces the
final equation for̂ f (t)&noneqas
Downloaded 05 Mar 2001 to 171.64.133.22. Redistribution subject to
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^ f ~ t !&noneq' (
n51

M S (
i 51

M

Cin^ f f i& D
3S (

j 51

M

CjnE dr 0P~r 0,0!f j~r 0!D e2ln8t. ~17!

The nonequilibrium average in Eq.~17! is evaluated using
as input only equilibrium information (^ f f i&, F, and S!
at the final temperature T and similar averages
(*dr 0P(r 0,0)f j (r 0)) for the initial condition. In our case
the initial condition is the all-transconformation of pentade
cane, and ‘‘averaging’’ over the initial condition simply in
volves evaluatingf j for the all-trans conformation. How-
ever, Eq.~17! can be used for more general nonequilibriu
starting conditions, such as an initial temperatureTinit ~or
pressure! different from the final temperatureT, in which
case*dr 0P(r 0,0)f j (r 0) is calculated by averagingf j over
the Boltzmann distribution corresponding toTinit . In fact, the
initial condition could even correspond to a state~equilib-
rium or constrained! of the polymer in a different solvent.

III. BROWNIAN DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

The BD computer simulations are more convenien
pursued by rewriting the Smoluchowski equation~1! as a set
of equivalent Langevin equations,

dri~ t !

dt
52

1

z

]U@r ~ t !#

]r i~ t !
1Xi* ~ t !, i 51,2, . . . ,3N, ~18!

whereXi* (t) is a Gaussian random variable with the prop
ties,

^Xi* ~ t !&50,

^Xi* ~ t !r j~ t8!&50 for t.t8, ~19!

^Xi* ~ t !Xj* ~ t8!&52
kBT

z
d i j d~ t2t8!,

whered i j is the Kronecker delta function andd(t2t8) is the
Dirac delta function. The Brownian dynamics simulatio
are performed using the algorithm of van Gunsteren a
Berendsen,20,21

r i~n11!5r i~n!1
Fi~n!

z
Dt1

1

2

Fi8~n!

z
~Dt !21x in ,

i 51, . . . ,3N, ~20!

where Dt is the time step,Fi(n)52]U(r )/]r i is the
force acting on the i th coordinate, Fi8(n)5@Fi(n)
2Fi(n21)#/Dt is the finite difference approximation to th
time derivative of the force, andx in is a random positiona
displacement taken from a Gaussian distribution with z
mean and variance 2(kBT/z)Dt.

The calculation of the nonequilibrium averag
^ f (t)&noneqfrom the BD simulations uses a series of trajec
ries run at a temperature of 300 K starting with pentadec
in the all-trans conformation where the molecule lie
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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in the x–y plane with the long axis parallel to thex
axis and with the first three beads having t
coordinates (0.00,0.87,0.00 Å), (1.26,0.00,0.00 Å), a
(2.52,0.87,0.00 Å). Because all of the trajectories dif
greatly from one another, obtaining good averages requ
many trajectories, and the simulations use 9000 trajecto
each of 800 ps duration.

The theory of Sec. III calculates the equilibrium ave
ageŝ •••& from a single 400 ns trajectory run at a tempe
ture of 300 K. The system is allowed to equilibrate for 20
after which data are collected for 380 ns.

IV. POLYMER MODEL

Pentadecane is modeled as a string of 15 CH2 or CH3

united atom groups. The potentialU is, except for one modi-
fication, that of theGROMOSpackage.22 This potential has the
general form

U5Ubond1Uangle1Udihedral1Unonbond. ~21!

The bond length potential is

Ubond5(
i 51

14
1

2
Kb~ l i2 l 0!2, ~22!

where l i is the length of bondi , l 051.53Å is theGROMOS

equilibrium bond length for alkanes, andKb is the bond
length force constant. We use the force constantKb

5160 kcal mol21Å22, which is smaller than Kb in
GROMOSby a factor of 5. This change does not significan
affect the long-time dynamics but allows using a larg
Brownian dynamics time step (Dt55fs). The bond angle
potential is

Uangle5(
i 51

13
1

2
Ku~u i2u0!2, ~23!

where u i is the i th bond angle, u051110 is the
GROMOS equilibrium bond angle for alkanes, an
Ku5110 kcal mol21 rad22 is the bond angle force constan
The dihedral angle potential is

Udihedral5(
i 51

12

Kf~11cos3f i !, ~24!

wheref i is the i th dihedral angle, andKf51.4 kcal/mol.
The nonbonded potentialUnonbonduses a 6-12 Lennard-Jone
potential to describe the interaction between two nonbon
united atoms. More details are given in Ref. 22.

The solvent is modeled as a structureless continuum
exerts a viscous damping force on the pentadecane ch
The friction coefficient is calculated using Stokes’ la
z56phR, where the viscosityh is taken to be 1 cp and th
hydrodynamic radius of a CH2 or CH3 united atom group is
taken to be 1.5Å.

V. RESULTS

The only approximation in the theory is associated w
the use of a finite basis set in Eq.~12!. Thus, we begin by
Downloaded 05 Mar 2001 to 171.64.133.22. Redistribution subject to
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studying the effectiveness of various basis sets for estima
the time evolution of the mean-square end-to-end dista
Rend

2 5(x152x1)21(y152y1)21(z152z1)2. In contrast to the
previously studied equilibrium time correlation functions
dynamical quantities that are odd in the positi
coordinates,1–5 the mean-square end-to-end distance is
even function of the position coordinates. Therefore, symm
try considerations dictate the use of different~even-power, as
opposed to odd-power! basis functions in the mode-couplin
theory calculation of^Rend

2 (t)&noneq. The scalar nature o
Rend

2 (t) implies that a general mode coupling basis may
constructed from the basis functions23

1,

li–lj @; ~distinct! pairs$ i , j %, i , j 51, . . . ,14#,

~ li–lj !~ lk–lm! @; ~distinct! pairs of ~distinct! pairs

$$ i , j %,$k,m%%, i , j ,k,m51, . . . ,14#,

~ li• lj !~ lk• lm!~ ln• lp! [ ; ~distinct! triples of~distinct! pairs,

$$ i , j %,$k,m%,$n,p%%, i , j ,k,m,n,p51, . . . ,14], etc.,

wherel i denotes thei th pentadecane bond vector with com
ponentsl ix5xi 112xi , l iy5yi 112yi , andl iz5zi 112zi , for
i 51, . . . ,14. Theordering of pairs~and triples, etc.! is un-
important; for example, the pair$1,2% is equivalent to$2,1%
sincel1–l25 l2–l1, and hence only one of them is included
the basis set. The constant basis function 1, which produ
a vanishing eigenvalue in Eq.~13!, accounts for the nonzero
value of ^Rend

2 (t)&noneqat infinite time.
The mode coupling theory is first applied using the re

tively simple basis set,

$1,li–lj @; ~distinct! pairs $ i , j %,

i , j 51, . . . ,14#%, ~basis set I!.

Figure 1 demonstrates that basis set I provides a reason
estimate for the time evolution of̂Rend

2 (t)&noneq whose nu-
merically ‘‘exact’’ dynamics is represented by the BD sim
lation. A more accurate approximation of^Rend

2 (t)&noneq re-
quires expanding basis set I to include more basis functi
of the appropriate symmetry, such as the tetralinear prod
( li–lj)( lk–lm). However, the total number of tetralinear pro
ucts scales asN4, where N is the number of monomers
Thus, inclusion of all tetralinear functions makes the ba
set unmanageably large even for the relatively small ‘‘po
mer’’ pentadecane. Clearly, all the tetralinear products c
not generally be retained in the basis set, nor are all th
basis functions relevant to the long time dynamics. Tho
tetralinear products that contribute the most to the long ti
dynamics are determined using a selection technique sim
to that introduced previously for computing equilibrium tim
correlation functions.3–5

Based on prior treatments of equilibrium time corre
tion functions, it proves convenient to work with basis fun
tions constructed as linear combinations of individual bo
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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vectors that provide a first approximation to the collect
chain motions. An approximate set of eigenfunctions,
noted as the first-order GR~generalized Rouse! modes ofL
may be obtained from Eqs.~12! to ~16! with a basis set
consisting of all linear functions in the bond vectors,

$ l ix @ i 51, . . . ,14#, l iy @ i 51, . . . ,14#,

l iz @ i 51, . . . ,14#%.

The first-order GR modes are thus linear combinations of
bond vector components. Note that the linear basis funct
and the corresponding first-order GR modes do not cont
ute to the expression in Eq.~17! for ^Rend

2 (t)&noneq due to
symmetry considerations. Products of first-order GR mod
however, may be used as providing a first approximation
^Rend

2 (t)&noneq. Due to the invariance ofL under interchange
of the Cartesian directionsx, y, and z, the first-order GR
modes need only be computed for one direction, sayx, and
the GR modes in the other two directions follow trivial
by symmetry. Let C1x

(1) ,C2x
(1) , . . . ,C14x

(1) be the first-
order GR modes obtained from solving Eqs.~12! to ~16!,
and let their corresponding~approximate! eigenvalues
l1

(1) ,l2
(1) , . . . ,l14

(1) be ordered in increasing magnitud
Thus, the first eigenfunctionC1x

(1) provides the first-order
estimate to the GR eigenfunction with the slowest dec
called the slowest mode,C2x

(1) provides the first-
order estimate to the GR eigenfunction of the next slow
decaying mode, and so on. LetC1y

(1) ,C2y
(1) , . . . ,C14y

(1)

be the GR modes obtained by replacing all t
x’s in C1x

(1) ,C2x
(1) , . . . ,C (N21)x

(1) with y’s, and let
C1z

(1) ,C2z
(1) , . . . ,C14z

(1) be the corresponding GR mode
in z. It is convenient to introduce the notatio
Ci

„1… @ i 51,2, . . . ,14# to represent the vecto
(C ix

(1) ,C iy
(1) ,C iz

(1)). We expect that the slowest decayin
first-order eigenfunctions contain the most information ab
the long-time dynamics. Thus, rather than including all p
sible tetralinear products in the basis set, we only inclu

FIG. 1. The relaxation of the mean-square end-to-end distance^Rend
2 (t)&noneq

of pentadecane to equilibrium from the all-trans conformation. The solid
line represents the ‘‘exact’’ result calculated from the average of 9000 n
equilibrium BD simulations, while the various dashed lines represent
results of mode coupling theory calculations using different basis sets
described in the text.
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tetralinear products constructed from the slowest decay
GR modes. This produces the basis set which contains
functions24

$1,Ci
„1…
–Cj

„1… @; ~distinct! pairs $ i , j %,i , j 51, . . . ,14#,

~Ci
„1…
–Cj

„1…!~Ck
„1…
–Cm

„1…!

@; ~distinct! pairs of ~distinct! pairs

$$ i , j %,$k,m%%,i , j 51, . . . ,Q] %,

~basis set IIQ!,

where 0<Q<14. TheQ50 case reduces basis set IIQ50 to
basis set I, while usingQ514 is equivalent to including al
possible tetralinear products in the basis set. Note that
size of basis set IIQ scales roughly asN21Q4. Hence, basis
set IIQ is significantly smaller than the full basis set conta
ing all possible tetralinear products ifQ!N. Figure 1 dem-
onstrates that basis set IIQ with Q54 produces an improve
ment in the long time dynamics predicted by the theo
though for short times below 100 ps, basis set I is in be
agreement with the simulations. IncreasingQ beyond 4 does
not produce any significant improvement. Greater accur
of the theory therefore requires the inclusion of hexalin
and higher order products in the basis set. However, the
of the basis set grows extremely rapidly as higher order fu
tions are included, even when a procedure similar to tha
basis set IIQ is used. In order to select those higher ord
functions that contribute the most to the long time dynami
we now test an alternative sorting procedure first descri
in Ref. 4 for treating the long time dynamics of small flexib
peptides.

The sorting procedure orders basis functions accord
to the sum of the~approximate! eigenvalues of the GR
modes in the tetralinear and higher order~even! products of
GR modes. For example,l i

(1)1l j
(1)1lk

(1)1lm
(1) represents

the first order relaxation rate for the tetralinear produ
(Ci

„1…
–Cj

„1…)(Ck
„1…
–Cm

„1…). Since we expect that the function
most relevant to the long time dynamics are composed of
slowest-decaying GR modes~smallest approximate eigenva
ues!, the basis set retains the products with the smallest
genvalue sums. While first-order eigenvalues may not p
vide an optimal estimate for the relative importance
different products of GR modes, previous experience s
gests that this method is sufficient for obtaining excelle
equilibrium time correlation functions.4,5 The first-order ei-
genvalue sorting procedure produces the basis set whic
represented as

$1,Ci
„1…
–Cj

„1… @; ~distinct! pairs $ i , j %, i , j 51, . . . ,14#,

higher order GR mode products~up to 14 products! with the
R smallest eigenvalue sums%,

~basis set IIIR!.

Figure 1 indicates that basis set IIIR with R5500 produces
further improvement in the theory. IncreasingR beyond 500
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results in numerical instabilities in the calculation, thou
previous experience indicates that using longer equilibri
simulations rectifies the problem.4,5

The discrepancy in the ‘‘infinite’’ timeRend
2 in Fig. 1 is

due to the difference between the ‘‘infinite’’ time~i.e., equi-
librium! ^Rend

2 (t)&noneq from the 9000 nonequilibrium BD
simulations and thêRend

2 & from the 400 ns equilibrium BD
simulation. This difference arises from statistical fluctuatio
in calculating averages, and the magnitude of these fluc
tions can be estimated by a simple calculation. The varia
in Rend

2 is comparable to the size ofRend
2 itself—about 2 nm2.

In a BD simulation, the ‘‘memory’’ of previous values o
Rend

2 is about 100 ps~see Fig. 1!, so a 400 ns BD simulation
yields about 4000 independent samples ofRend

2 . Because
Rend

2 is not normally distributed, the central limit theorem
not strictly applicable.25 Nevertheless, the theorem can pr
vide an estimate for the order of magnitude of the fluct
tions in calculating the averagêRend

2 & as 2nm2/A4000
'0.03nm2. This value is consistent with the discrepancy
Fig. 1 and is also consistent with the variation in the eq
librium average^Rend

2 & between two different 400 ns BD
simulations~data not shown!.

Figure 2 demonstrates that the relaxation ofRend
2 to equi-

librium is highly nonexponential at long times. This is
contrast to equilibrium dipole time correlation function
where the exponential decay at long times is predicted v
accurately by the mode coupling theory.4 The nonexponen-
tial behavior of^Rend

2 (t)&noneqat long times may account fo
the difficulty in obtaining highly accurate calculations fro
the theory. Nevertheless, it is encouraging that the mode
pling theory gives reasonable estimates for^Rend

2 (t)&noneq,
and, furthermore, correctly predicts that the relaxation
long times is nonexponential.

VI. DISCUSSION

The computational effort required to calcula
^Rend

2 (t)&noneq directly from Brownian dynamics simulation
is enormous and requires orders of magnitude more c
puter time than is necessary for simulating equilibrium tim
correlation functions. The absence of time translational sy
metry during a nonequilibrium relaxation precludes the co

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, except that the^Rend
2 (t)&noneqaxis has a logarithmic

scale.
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putation of this process from a single Brownian dynam
trajectory. Instead, an ensemble average must be perfor
over ahugenumber of nonequilibrium trajectories. For ex
ample, 9000 trajectories are necessary to obtain with su
ciently small noise the relaxation to equilibrium o
^Rend

2 (t)&noneq for pentadecane from the all-trans conforma-
tion. The accumulation of these nonequilibrium trajector
requires more than one month on an SGI Power Challen
Moreover, this simulation is far simpler than that needed
most nonequilibrium processes. The direct simulation o
T-jump process would necessitate averaging over the di
bution of both initial and final conditions and would requi
at least an order of magnitude more than the 9000 traje
ries used for the simulation with constrained initial cond
tions. Clearly, any realistic study of the unfolding of a pr
tein by computer simulations is currently unfeasible and w
remain so even in the more distant future. In contrast,
theory requires as inputs onlyequilibrium averages which
may be obtained readily from a few Brownian dynamics t
jectories. Furthermore, the theory can easily handle m
different types of nonequilibrium processes. Treating the
laxation of pentadecane from the all-trans conformation re-
quires only equilibrium averages for the final state. To d
scribe a T-jump process using the theory, equilibriu
averages must be computed for both the initial state and
final state—merely a doubling of the computational effort

The successful description by the theory of the ‘‘unfol
ing’’ of pentadecane indicates that the theory proposed h
may provide a significant contribution to the study of prote
folding and unfolding. Understanding how a globular prote
folds requires detailed characterization of partially organiz
intermediates formed during the folding process. Informat
about such intermediates is becoming available thro
many complementary experimental studies involving sta
partially folded states, protection from hydrogen exchan
disulfide formation in oxidative refolding, effects of amin
acid substitutions, and peptide analogues of fold
intermediates.26 Nonetheless, no clear unifying view of th
nature of folding mechanisms has yet emerged, and m
uncertainties over fundamental issues remain.

One reason that protein folding remains an unsolv
problem is that the experimental techniques used to st
this process do not provide structural information w
atomic detail about the multitude of folding pathways a
intermediates. Instead the folding process is generally c
acterized experimentally by more global properties, such
the degree of compactness of the protein, the percentag
secondary structure compared to the native state, diffe
hydrogen exchange rates of various residues, etc. The
time observation of protein folding with, for example, NMR
circular dichroism, or fluorescence techniques, also provi
information about coarse-grained features of the folding
termediates and pathways with limited spatial resoluti
Consequently, the folding process is frequently analyzed
terms of the free energy as a function of a heuristic o
dimensional reaction coordinate which is not directly deriv
from microscopic motions and thus only reflects glob
qualitative features of the folding process. Computer simu
tions provide limited information as well because only sh
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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time scales are accessible to realistic simulations. Furt
more, the large amount of computation required by su
simulations allows the study of only one~or at best a few!
trajectories from which it is difficult to extract general cha
acteristics of the folding process.

The theory presented here potentially lacks many of
limitations of experiments and computer simulations.
principle, the theory can predict the time evolution of a
interatomic distance in a polypeptide and can thus spe
the average structure of the polypeptide at any time du
the folding or unfolding process. However, the practical a
plication of the theory to protein folding may emerge on
after further testing and development. For example, prese
it is unclear how the accuracy of the theoretical predictio
scales with system size. Therefore, it is desirable to test
theory for systems larger than pentadecane. A natural ch
would be the helix-coil transition in a simple polyalanin
helix since the computational intensity of nonequilibriu
simulations for a small helix is not significantly greater th
that for pentadecane. Thus, nonequilibrium BD simulatio
are feasible for the unfolding of the small helical peptid
thereby again enabling no-parameter tests of the theory
fore applying the theory to even larger systems for which
nonequilibrium simulations are prohibitive. The recent tre
ment for the more complicated equilibrium dynamics
small peptides with the mode coupling theory lends supp
to the belief that the nonequilibrium generalization presen
here is adequate for the task of describing the unfolding o
small protein.

A possible direct experimental test of the theory is p
vided by the work of Perkins and co-workers.27 They mea-
sure the relaxation of a single DNA molecule from a high
stretched nonequilibrium state to equilibrium using opti
tweezers to hold the DNA molecule in place and fluor
cence labeling to follow the motion of the DNA molecul
The relaxation of the end-to-end vector is highly nonexp
nential, with a fast initial decay followed by a slower deca
The simple Rouse and Rouse–Zimm models do not fu
explain the data; this is not surprising since modeling DN
as a string of beads connected by springs is clearly an o
simplification. The mode coupling theory provides a fram
work for treating DNA more realistically. Much work re
mains to be done, however, before a direct comparison
be made between the experimental data of Perkins and
workers and the predictions of the mode coupling theo
The extension of the theory to include the solvent would
an important first step, and the treatment of hydrodyna
Downloaded 05 Mar 2001 to 171.64.133.22. Redistribution subject to
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interactions is possible following Ref. 14. Also, the applic
bility of the theory to highly charged polymers, such
DNA, must be tested. Nevertheless, the predictive powe
the mode coupling theory for describing the dynamics o
variety of polymers suggests that such generalizations wo
be fruitful.
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